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Abstract. The reach of Cloud Computing technologies approved distributing 

with massive data applications such as Scientific Workflows, which processing 

huge scientific data in dispersed computing infrastructures. Among the charac-

teristics of Cloud Computing, we mention the elasticity that allows workflows 

to dynamically stipulate necessary resources for tasks execution. The pro-

cessing of massive data with scientific workflows increase the data transmis-

sion, rise execution delay and it request huge bandwidth cost. So, to reduce the 

execution cost of workflows and the data movements, data placement optimiza-

tion technics must be taken into consideration. While placing datasets during 

execution of tasks for a job in a workflow, there are dependencies between da-

tasets and between tasks. In this paper, we propose a data placement approach 

based on heuristic genetic algorithm which takes into accounts control and data 

flow dependency, in order to reduce data movements and so the utilization of 

resources in cloud environments.   
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1   Introduction 

Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to 

a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, 

applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and re-leased with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction [1]. The cloud model comprises 

five essential features (On-demand self-service, Broad network access, Resource 

pooling, Rapid elasticity, Measured service, Resource usage), three service models 

(SaaS: Software as a Service, IaaS: Infrastructure as a Service and PaaS: Platform as a 

Service), and four deployment models (private cloud, community cloud, public cloud 

and hybrid cloud). The SaaS includes software applications, the PaaS contains plat-

form applications and the IaaS take account of hardware resources as CPU, Memory, 

Disk and Bandwidth. Cloud computing and storage solutions provide users and enter-

prises with various capabilities to store and process their data in third-party data cen-

ters [2]. The cloud computing have the ability to exploit large amounts of computing 



and storage resources used to execute complex applications such as scientific work-

flow.  

A workflow is the automation of a process, during which data is processed by dif-

ferent logical data processing activities according to a set of rules [3]. Workflows are 

usually modeled as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) such that workflow tasks  are  

represented  as  graph  vertices  and  the  data  flows among  tasks  are  represented  

by  graph  edges. The direction of edges shows data flows among tasks [4]. The data 

required by scientific workflows are frequently big and distributed, that is why data 

placement becomes difficult. The adequate placement of data in data centers can re-

duce the data movements and equilibrium the load of data centers. It is ineffective to 

place all data sets in single data center and in order to achieve computing tasks; en-

tirely requisite data sets must be placed in the same data center. So due to bandwidth 

limitations, we need to place datasets in one data center in the largest amount possi-

ble, to reduce data movements between storage nodes and compute nodes. Therefore, 

we can say as it is represented in figure 1, data placement is to place datasets in data 

centers in cloud computing environments. Each dataset has a size and each data center 

has a storage space. The data placement is a NP-hard problem. In order to solve this 

type of problems and as mentioned in [5], [6] and [7], genetic algorithm have proven 

a better performances as an optimization technics for data placement. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Data placement on Data Centers under user’s demands 

To deal with massive data, MapReduce is one of the most way. Announced in 

2004, MapReduce is a framework for large scale data processing using commodity 

clusters [8]. In the MapReduce programing model, a job is divided into two continu-

ous phases which are named as the map phase and reduce phase, then the latter does 

not start until the former is complete [9]. The map and reduce tasks will be distributed 

to nodes and executed in parallel. 

In this paper, we presented a novel approach for placement data with scientific work-

flows in cloud computing environments, which includes: 

 Genetic algorithm for data placement 

 Dependencies between tasks of a MapReduce job and which illustrate the 

control flow in scientific workflow. 



 Dependencies between datasets consumed and produced by MapReduce 

jobs. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the problem, 

describes the proposed approach and suggest a formulation of problem. Section 3 

discusses the related work. Section 4 contains experimental simulation results. Sec-

tion 5 summarizes our conclusions and points out the future work.  

2   Proposed approach 

2.1   Description 

A workflow is mainly imperative for applications in which data dependencies oc-

cur among the tasks. The dependencies represent the flow of data between workflow 

activities from data producer to data consumer. In control-driven workflows, or con-

trol flows, the connections between the activities in a workflow represent a transfer of 

control from the preceding task to the one that follows [10]. Control dependencies 

indicate a constraint on the relative order of execution of two tasks, without implying 

data transfer. They are only necessary for tasks with side effects, where data depend-

encies alone are not sufficient to determine the ordering [11]. Our pro-posed approach 

combines control flow and data flow, which called hybrid according to [10]. In this 

workflow, the tasks will be a MapReduce Jobs. Since MapReduce is data-driven, the 

hybrid workflow will be inclined on the road to data flow. In the other side, a job can 

be split into many map and reduce tasks, which are dependent to each other’s. The 

map task is an input for the reduce task which can be an input for another map task 

and so on. This illustrates the control dependencies between tasks.   

2.2   Problem formulation and proposed approach 

MapReduce is known as one of the most powerful framework to processes massive 

datasets. In order to solve problems of MapRe-duce plateforms, researchers integrate 

MapReduce into scientific workflows like in [12]. We integrates MapReduce jobs in 

the mod-el formulation which can be denoted as: 

W = (N,J,E,D) (1) 

Where, W denotes the workflow, N is a set of Nodes, as vertices in a DAG (Directed 

Acyclic Graph), which contains a number of jobs. J is a number of MapReduce jobs 

which can be split into map tasks and reduce tasks. D represents a set of datasets. E is 

a set of directed edges. The data flow is controlled by the dependencies between 

datasets used by jobs. Each job ji, can be composed by one or several map tasks and 

reduce tasks. The control flow is measured by the dependencies between jobs of 

nodes specified by directed edges between nodes. A directed edge between N1 and 



N2 means that j4 depends on j1, j2 and j3. N1 produces d3 and j4 consumes it as an 

input. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Example of the proposed scientific application approach 

 

In Figure 2, N = {N1, N2, N3, N4, N5}; d1, d2 are the input data of t1; d3 is pro-

duced after executing task t1; d3 and d4 are the input data of t2; d5 is the input data of 

t3; d6 is the input data of t4 and t5; j1, j2, j3 compounds t1; j4 compounds t2; j5 com-

pounds t4; j6 compounds t3; j7, j8 compounds t5. d1 and d2 belongs to DC1; d3, d4 

and d5 have its place on DC2; d6 belongs to DC3.We can classify datasets into two 

groups: initial datasets and generated datasets like d3 and d5. So, we are dealing with 

two categories of data placement offline due to the initial datasets and online due to 

the generated datasets. 

DC = set of data centers 

DS = set of datasets 

Dij = | ji  jj |  (i, j < n)  

Which means the number of datasets required by both ji and jj forms a dependency matrix 

D. n is the total number of datasets. 

A simple example, takes three datasets and two data centers. Job j1 requires two da-

tasets ds1 and ds2, j2 requires the three datasets, and the dependency matrix is: 

 

𝐷 =  
2 2 1
2 2 1
1 1 1

  

  



2.3   Heuristic genetic placement algorithm 

According to [5] and [13], in order to solve the data placement problems, many op-

timization and evolutionary algorithms can be used, but the GA (Genetic Algorithm) 

(steps in figure 3) has been proven to have a better performance in many cases. GAs 

were first described by John Holland in the 1960s and further developed [14]. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Steps of the Genetic Algorithm [5] 

A. Encoding Rules 

To encode the problem in this paper to the genetic algorithm, we use integer-

encoding rules and to each gene, there is a placement strategy. The placement of data 

in cloud is represented by two matrices. The first matrix is the data dependency and 

the second matrix is the MapReduce jobs control dependency matrix. 

B. Individual and population 

A gene of individual is the placement of datasets on data centers. It means that the 

jth dataset placed in the gjth data center. For example there three data centers and 6 

datasets. The gene code (311232) means that dataset 1 is placed in data center 3 and 

so on.  

C. Fitness Function 

The fitness function reveal the degree of dependency between datasets and the de-

gree of control dependency among MapReduce jobs. We denoted Dt as the total de-

gree of dependency, which is defined as:  

𝐷𝑡 =  𝑑𝑠𝑖 ,𝑑𝑠𝑗 +  𝑗𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 
 

The fitness function is: 1/ Dt 

D. Optimization Placement Strategy 

We propose below a heuristic to minimize data movement: 

Steps for proposed heuristic algorithm 

 
1. For i = 1, ….., n do 



2. Calculate the dependencies of dataset dsi with each  DC,  

Calculate the dependencies of job jj with each DC 

3. Get the maximal dependency obtained in step 2  

4. Place the dataset dsi to the suitable data center 

Place the job jj to the suitable node 

5. If the size of dsi exceeds the storage capacity of the selected data center, find 

the next maximal dependency until this dataset can be placed in the suitable 

data center and the job jj to the suitable node; 

3   Related works  

In our proposed approach, we investigate the combination of three concepts, which 

are the placement of massive data, the scientific workflow and the MapReduce model. 

We conducted our state of the art through the combination of these concepts as denot-

ed in table 1. To compare works in these domains we created three pairs that resulted 

in ‘Placement in MapReduce’, ‘MapReduce with scientific workflows’ and ‘Place-

ment of massive-data in scientific workflows’.    

Table 1. Comparative study of data placement approaches 

 

 

Authors 

Placement in 

MapReduce 

MapReduce with 

Scientific  

workflows 

Placement of massive 

data in scientific   

workflows 

Jobs  

dependencies 

With placement? Total  

 dependency 

Yes No Yes No Yes No 

[ Our approach]   *  *  *  

[Q. Zhao et al. 2016]      * 

[K. Deng et al. 2015]      *  

[M. Ebrahimi et al. 2015]       * 

[L. Cui et al. 2015]      *  

[Q. Zhao et al. 2015]       * 

[L. Zeng et al. 2015]       * 

[N. Mohamed et al. 2014]      *   

[M. Wang et al. 2014]       * 

[J. Wang et al. 2014]  *     

[F. Ma et al. 2012]       * 

[Z. Tang et al. 2012]     *   

[X. Fei et al. 2012]     *   

[N. Maheshwari et al. 

2012] 

 *     

[E. Zhao et al. 2012]      * 

[D. Yuan et al. 2011]       * 

[Y. He et al. 2011]   *     

[P. Nguyen et al. 2011]     *   

[D. Yuan et al. 2010]       * 

[X. Fei et al. 2009]     *   



3.1   Placement in MapReduce 

In this section, we takes works that consider placement in MapReduce and then we 

classified them between two types to know which contains dependencies between 

MapReduce jobs and which not. Almost of papers [15], [16] and [17] mentioned in 

this section do not care about job dependency. We think as explained in section 2, that 

dependencies between jobs is an important factor that affects the placement of mas-

sive data in such environments. Some works considers dependencies on data, like 

in[15]. There is no link between jobs in the case of multiple jobs with multiple da-

tasets. The placement of jobs is treated separately. Therefore, in this work, it is more 

interesting to place jobs that have common interest together. In [16], authors proposes 

an energy efficient data placement algorithm that conserve energy for large data cen-

ters running MapReduce jobs. In addition, it concerns also data dependencies between 

jobs. There are some works like [17], which ameliorate the placement of data in 

MapReduce by proposing a placement storage structure for Hadoop and how to better 

store data in HDFS blocs. Each bloc is stored independently. 

3.2   MapReduce with Scientific Workflows 

In this part and according to Table 1, we cover works deploying scientific work-

flows, which integrates the MapReduce model, and we classified them into two types 

to know which presents placement algorithms and which not. All works founded [18], 

[12], [19], [20] and [21] do not holds placement solution. In [19], authors proposes a 

dataflow based scientific workflow in which the jobs are Map and Reduce. In [19] 

and [20], authors considers dependencies between datasets. The authors in [12], pro-

poses a MapReduce-enabled Scientific Workflow Framework with static optimization 

scheduling policy in heterogeneous clusters to get higher performance.  However, the 

dependency between data is considered. In [21], authors proposes a workflow system 

for integrating structure, and orchestrating MapReduce jobs for scientific data inten-

sive workflows. All cited works in this sector do not presents control dependencies in 

the workflow proposed. 

3.3   Placement of Massive data in Scientific Workflows 

In this part and refers to Table 1, we consider works that concerns the placement of 

massive data in scientific workflow. Then we classified them into two parts, the first 

one contains total dependencies that means control and data dependencies. The sec-

ond one only one type of workflow dependency. The paper in [23], proposes a data 

placement method, which could effectively reduce the data movement between the 

data centers and there is a data dependency between the nodes of datasets. In [24], 

authors proposes a Security-Aware and Budget Aware workflow scheduling strategy 

(SABA), which holds an economical distribution of tasks among the available CSPs 

(Cloud Service Providers) in the market, to provide customers with shorter make span 

as well as security services. The proposed approaches to cluster tasks based on data 

dependency. A matrix bases k-Means clustering strategy for data placement in scien-



tific cloud workflows systems is done in [25]. The proposed strategy attempts to min-

imize the total data movement during the execution of workflows by placing and data 

dependency is reflect-ed. In [26], authors proposes an algorithm that can calculate the 

minimum cost for intermediate dataset storage in scientific cloud workflows systems. 

It builds an intermediate data dependency graph (IDG) from the data provenances in 

scientific workflows. Besides, another work proposes a data placement strategy based 

on data dependency clustering for scientific workflow in heterogeneous cloud in [27]. 

In [4], and [7], data dependency is taken into consideration. At the best of our 

knowledge, there are two works presenting a total dependency (control and data 

flow), one presents a K-cut graph-partitioning algorithm to minimize the volume of 

data transfer [22]. Besides, another propose a genetic algorithm based data replica 

placement strategy to reduce data transmissions in cloud [5]. 

4   Simulation Results 

In the experiment, we run the simulation with test workflows on twenty data cen-

ters and we evaluate the number of data movements. We compare our proposed strat-

egy to the random strategy where datasets and jobs are distributed to data centres and 

nodes randomly. The random strategy is the random data placement strategy used in 

Hadoop Distributed File System [28]. In figure 4, the number of data movements is 

indicated with diverse number of datasets. We assume that there is one job MapRe-

duce per node in the proposed approach and in a future work we will adopt more than 

one job in each node. We execute a mapreduce job on the Ambari console TechSand-

Box lunched on my private cloud space offered by IBM demo cloud, as shown in 

figure 5. 

The experiment is taken on a laptop with Intel Core i3 380M 2.53GHz, RAM 6GB, 

DISK 500GB, Bandwidth 100MB.   

 

Fig. 4. Data movements 

From figure 4, with the increase of the number of data sets, the number of data 

movements is also increasing. The results shown in figure 4 proves that our proposed 



placement strategy can reduce the number of data movements better than the random 

strategy. 

  

Fig. 5. Running a MapReduce job with Ambari 

5   Conclusion 

This paper outlines the current issues for data placement in scientific applications. 

It suggests an approach that can reduce the number of data movements. The proposed 

approach in this paper integrates the MapReduce model on the scientific workflow in 

Cloud Computing environments. Precisely, it proposes a placement of multiple 

MapReduce jobs on scientific workflow with control and data dependencies between 

jobs. In the future, we will use an online-shared environment for data science like the 

Ambari Console for testing multiple Hadoop jobs per node on real cloud environment. 
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